Abstract: Road selection is a critical component of road network generalization that directly affects its accuracy. However, most conventional selection methods are based solely on either a linear or an areal representation mode, often resulting in low selection accuracy and biased structural selection. In this paper we propose an improved hybrid method combining the linear and areal representation modes to increase the accuracy of road selection. The proposed method offers two primary advantages. First, it improves the stroke generation algorithm in a linear representation mode by using an ordinary least square (OLS) model to consider overall information for the roads to be connected. Second, by taking advantage of the areal representation mode, the proposed method partitions road networks and calculates road density based on weighted Voronoi diagrams. Roads were selected using stroke importance and a density threshold. Finally, experiments were conducted comparing the proposed technique with conventional single representation methods. Results demonstrate the increased stroke generation accuracy and improved road selection achieved by this method.
Introduction
Road networks are the primary geographical feature comprising map skeletons. As a result, road network generalization has become an active area of research in map generalization [1] [2] [3] . Furthermore, road selection is one of the most important steps in road network generalization and a prerequisite that affects its accuracy. Road selection methods can be categorized, according to the network representation mode, into linear methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and areal [12] [13] [14] [15] methods.
Roads in a network are regarded as "streets" in linear methods, which select road segments by integrating graphic constraints. They are considered "blocks" in areal methods, which delete road segments by aggregating these blocks. Thomson and Richardson employed perceptual grouping using 'good continuity' to conduct road selection, in which individual road segments were grouped into continuous 'straight' lines [5] . Xu, Liu and Zhang utilized a linear method, which did not rely on the use of semantic data, to select roads based on a hierarchical structure [8] . Chen et al. proposed an areal approach to road selection, based on mesh density, which considered the topological, geometric, and semantic properties of road networks [15] . Linear methods have several advantages. They can be easily combined with graph theory and do not rely heavily on road attribute information. However, they are difficult to integrate with global statistical information from a road network, which can potentially lead to large deviations in selection results from different regions. In contrast, areal methods make full use of statistical information but tend to generate disconnected selection results. Selection accuracy depends primarily on attribute integrity and reasonable partitioning of a road network. Most conventional techniques use either a linear or areal method alone. However, single representation methods often suffer from low accuracy and biased structural selection. Several previous studies have demonstrated that a combination of both linear and areal approaches may improve performance [16] [17] [18] . Li and Zhou described an integrated approach to building hierarchical structures for road networks with a continuous multi-scale representation, in which linear and areal patterns were combined [16] . Benz and Weibel developed an algorithm for automated road network selection from a large-scale to medium-scale database, based on an extended stroke-mesh combination algorithm [17] . Liu, Zhan and Ai introduced a novel algorithm for road network selection in map generalization, based on stroke and Voronoi diagrams [18] . However, the linear and areal methods used in these studies still have some limitations. Hybrid methods need to be explored further as different combination strategies may result in varying selection accuracy. Linear methods can be divided primarily into graph-based [19, 20] and stroke-based [8] [9] [10] [11] methods. Stroke-based methods are superior to graph-based methods in maintaining geometric continuity and a longitudinal hierarchy. However, stroke-based methods suffer from two common problems. First, when two road segments are connected as a stroke, connection rules can typically be established only if the deflection angle is less than the threshold value. This connection rule considers local aspects of the road segments but does not consider road segments with global connection rules. In other words, it lacks a global connection rule to establish a relationship between subsequent road segments and the initial road segment. Consequently, incomplete connection rules cannot satisfy the requirement that stroke-generated results exhibit significant overall continuity. Secondly, stroke-based methods often cannot generate global optimal or unique stroke results simultaneously with different stroke generation strategies. As such, the every-best-fit strategy could generate unique results, but it tends to converge to local optimum results. The self-best-fit strategy can achieve good global results, but it depends on initial road segments that typically involve a significant amount of uncertainty. Consequently, this approach often requires multiple iterations to achieve a tangible and satisfactory outcome. Nonetheless, road selection is based on global and unique stroke results. Local and uncertain stroke may affect final road selection accuracy, thereby impeding the practical application of stroke-based methods to road network generalization.
The areal method primarily uses road density as a threshold to control road selection [12, 15] . Road density calculation methods include the grid [21] , fractal [22] , and mesh [15] methods. However, these techniques have some limitations. Specifically, the grid method tends to split road segments; the fractal method is difficult to use for determining initial grid size; and the mesh method relies heavily on the road network topology forming polygons. Previous studies have proposed the use of Voronoi diagrams to partition road networks [23] . The proposed technique overcomes the limitations of previous calculation methods and maintains information concerning road density. However, it neglects road weight when partitioning road networks based on ordinary Voronoi diagrams, which can delete important roads.
This paper presents an improved road selection method developed by combining the linear and areal methods together, with the intent of maintaining local details and the overall structure of the road network. More precisely, the stroke generation algorithm was designed to improve upon the linear method. A weighted Voronoi diagram was used to partition a road network in the areal method, which constrains road selection based on a density threshold. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes an improved method for road selection. In Section 3, the detailed process of road selection based on stroke and Voronoi diagrams is introduced. A case study is then developed to validate the proposed method in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 offers conclusions and suggestions for further study.
An Improved Method of Road Selection
We propose a new selection technique combining the linear and areal methods to avoid the limitations of using a single representation pattern. This approach improves the traditional stroke generation algorithm and builds a set of stroke evaluation indicators to constrain road selection from a local viewpoint. It also uses a weighted Voronoi diagram to calculate road network density and control road selection from a global viewpoint.
An Improved Stroke Generation Method
Strokes are composed of a set of road segments based on the principle of optimal continuity from perceptual grouping [5] . Stroke-based road selection methods primarily include two steps: stroke generation and stroke order. An accurate stroke generation algorithm is a prerequisite for effective stroke-based selection. In previous stroke generation methods, the initial road segment (used to generate the first stroke) and the new initial road segment (produced after generating a new stroke) were randomly selected. This brings into question the self-fit method and the self-best-fit method, which generated uncertain stroke results for the same road network. The every-best-fit method considers a deflection angle for each pair of road segments at one node and selects the most suitable road segment to connect with. This protects the method from random selection of an initial road segment and helps to generate unique stroke results. However, this connection strategy tends to terminate road segment connections, which can be continued to generate a single stroke. This may reduce the accuracy of road selection results, thereby impeding the practical use of stroke-based methods. To overcome this limitation, an overall stroke connection rule and a connection strategy based on road segment importance were designed to improve traditional stroke generation algorithms.
Overall Stroke Connection Rules
Stroke generation algorithms include connection rules and connection strategies. Connection rules determine whether road segments can be connected, while connection strategies specify how to connect road segments. Connection rules include geometric rules, attribute rules, and a mixed rule regarding geometry and altitude [24] . In practical applications, it is difficult to collect complete road attributes, such as road rank and name, while geometric information can be obtained from road networks directly. As such, most studies use geometry as a connection rule to constrain stroke generation.
The "good continuity" principle proposed by Gestalt is often used as a guide to establish geometric connection rules [5] . Since the principle relies on human visual perception, it is difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, the deflection angle of road segments is often used only as an indicator to establish connection rules in most studies [8] [9] [10] [11] 25] . Based on the local indicator, two road segments can be connected on the condition that their deflection angle is less than a specified threshold. The deflection angle represents the degree of a deviation formed by two linked road segments, which ranges from 0 • to 180 • . This is depicted in Figure 1 , where α is the deflection angle of road segment S i and S i+1 . 
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Overall Stroke Connection Rules
The "good continuity" principle proposed by Gestalt is often used as a guide to establish geometric connection rules [5] . Since the principle relies on human visual perception, it is difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, the deflection angle of road segments is often used only as an indicator to establish connection rules in most studies [8] [9] [10] [11] 25] . Based on the local indicator, two road segments can be connected on the condition that their deflection angle is less than a specified threshold. The deflection angle represents the degree of a deviation formed by two linked road segments, which ranges from 0° to 180°. This is depicted in Figure 1 , where α is the deflection angle of road segment Si and Si+1. However, the deflection angle only represents local road segment information and does not reflect their overall relationship. Not only is the deflection angle utilized, it must also consider the relationship between subsequent and initial road segments [26] . In other words, it is necessary to constrain the relationship between initial road segments and subsequent connections to minimize However, the deflection angle only represents local road segment information and does not reflect their overall relationship. Not only is the deflection angle utilized, it must also consider the relationship between subsequent and initial road segments [26] . In other words, it is necessary to constrain the relationship between initial road segments and subsequent connections to minimize bias. An extension of the overall direction is a criterion for visual stroke generation. As such, the overall direction needs to be considered in the stroke generation process. Additionally, it is important to maintain overall spatial distribution characteristics with the original road network. In the proposed method, strokes were chosen as the basic unit of road selection. As such, stroke results directly affect road network selection accuracy. However, local stroke results cannot meet the requirements of maintaining overall road network characteristics, thereby reducing road selection accuracy.
Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a parameter estimation model that produces the line of best fit for a set of data by minimizing the square of the residuals. The declination rate for the fitting line represents the overall directional information for these scatter points. Similarly, based on road nodes, declination rates for road segments can be calculated using the OLS model, which provides overall directional information for road segments. The declination rate and deflection angle were chosen as indicators to design stroke connection rules. Particularly, the declination rate is an overall information indicator, representing deflection angle and local information for connected road segments. Essentially, a stroke is a continuous path composed of several road segments. The declination rate of a path was calculated using the OLS model with nodes present along a path. It can then characterize initial road segments with subsequent segments. After introduction of the OLS model, overall road segment information was considered and a comparison was made between the deflection angles within a threshold. This translated into a comparison with the declination rate. Hence, changes in computational efficiency led to negligible differences. Furthermore, stroke generation accuracy can be advanced without decreasing efficiency. Therefore, the declination rate can be used as a connection rule to control stroke generation.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , the path R i is composed of N i (i = 1,2,...,n) nodes and n − 1 road segments. The (x i , y i ) terms represent the coordinates of nodes N i , while the declination rate m of path R i was calculated using the following equation:
where x and y represent the abscissa and ordinate averages for the n nodes, respectively. bias. An extension of the overall direction is a criterion for visual stroke generation. As such, the overall direction needs to be considered in the stroke generation process. Additionally, it is important to maintain overall spatial distribution characteristics with the original road network. In the proposed method, strokes were chosen as the basic unit of road selection. As such, stroke results directly affect road network selection accuracy. However, local stroke results cannot meet the requirements of maintaining overall road network characteristics, thereby reducing road selection accuracy. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a parameter estimation model that produces the line of best fit for a set of data by minimizing the square of the residuals. The declination rate for the fitting line represents the overall directional information for these scatter points. Similarly, based on road nodes, declination rates for road segments can be calculated using the OLS model, which provides overall directional information for road segments. The declination rate and deflection angle were chosen as indicators to design stroke connection rules. Particularly, the declination rate is an overall information indicator, representing deflection angle and local information for connected road segments. Essentially, a stroke is a continuous path composed of several road segments. The declination rate of a path was calculated using the OLS model with nodes present along a path. It can then characterize initial road segments with subsequent segments. After introduction of the OLS model, overall road segment information was considered and a comparison was made between the deflection angles within a threshold. This translated into a comparison with the declination rate. Hence, changes in computational efficiency led to negligible differences. Furthermore, stroke generation accuracy can be advanced without decreasing efficiency. Therefore, the declination rate can be used as a connection rule to control stroke generation.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , the path Ri is composed of Ni (i = 1,2,...,n) nodes and n − 1 road segments. The (xi, yi) terms represent the coordinates of nodes Ni, while the declination rate m of path Ri was calculated using the following equation:
where ̅ and represent the abscissa and ordinate averages for the n nodes, respectively. This paper proposes a connection rule for stroke generation by combining local and global rules. Specifically, the connection rules are as follows: (1) from a local viewpoint, the deflection angle is less than the angle threshold value θ. As is known from previous studies, θ is typically less than 60° [10, 25] . (2) From an overall viewpoint, the OLS model was used to calculate a declination rate and road segments featuring the minimum difference value with initial segments were chosen as connected road segments. This was done so the stroke could have good continuity as a whole.
A connection rule flowchart is shown in Figure 3 . Supposing that nodes FN0 and TN0 are nodes for the initial road segment S0, the number of road segments generated by the stroke from e node FN0 (which satisfy the first connection rule at node FN0) is n. The declination rate for an initial road segment S0 is m0, where mi (i = 1, 2, …, n) is the declination rate of paths formed by the n road segments linked to node FN0. If Δm = min |mi − m0|, the road segment Si corresponding to Δm is connected to the initial road segment S0. Before carrying out the next connection, new declination rates were set to the initial declination rate, namely m0 = mi. Road segments linked to the nodes at This paper proposes a connection rule for stroke generation by combining local and global rules. Specifically, the connection rules are as follows: (1) from a local viewpoint, the deflection angle is less than the angle threshold value θ. As is known from previous studies, θ is typically less than 60 • [10, 25] . (2) From an overall viewpoint, the OLS model was used to calculate a declination rate and road segments featuring the minimum difference value with initial segments were chosen as connected road segments. This was done so the stroke could have good continuity as a whole.
A connection rule flowchart is shown in Figure 3 . Supposing that nodes FN 0 and TN 0 are nodes for the initial road segment S 0 , the number of road segments generated by the stroke from e node FN 0 (which satisfy the first connection rule at node FN 0 ) is n. The declination rate for an initial road segment S 0 is m 0 , where m i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the declination rate of paths formed by the n road segments linked to node FN 0 . If ∆m = min |m i − m 0 |, the road segment S i corresponding to ∆m is connected to the initial road segment S 0 . Before carrying out the next connection, new declination rates were set to the initial declination rate, namely m 0 = m i . Road segments linked to the nodes at road segment S i continue being updated using connection rules (1) and (2) until there is no road segment satisfying the first connection rule. A new stroke is then generated using the same method, processing the other nodes TN 0 . road segment Si continue being updated using connection rules (1) and (2) until there is no road segment satisfying the first connection rule. A new stroke is then generated using the same method, processing the other nodes TN0. Figure 4 demonstrates the proposed algorithm. As shown in the figure, road segments S0, S1, and S2 are linked to node SN0. Supposing that a stroke was generated from road segment S0, the deflection angles S1, S2, with S0, were calculated, respectively. Declination rates for nodes (SN1, SN0), (SN1, SN0, SN2), and (SN1, SN0, SN3), were m0, m1 and m2, respectively. The following three situations could potentially occur when generating a stroke at node SN0: (1) if both of the deflection angles are less than θ, the absolute value of the difference of m1 with m0 and m2 with m0 was calculated, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assumed |m1 − m0| < |m2 − m0| and that road segment S1 was selected to connect with road segment S0. We then set m1 as the initial declination rate before connecting the road segments linked to node SN3; (2) if neither of the deflection angles are less than θ, the stroke generation algorithm is terminated at node SN0; (3) if only one road segment's deflection angle is less than θ, the road segment can be directly connected with road segment S0. Figure 4 demonstrates the proposed algorithm. As shown in the figure, road segments S 0 , S 1 , and S 2 are linked to node SN 0 . Supposing that a stroke was generated from road segment S 0 , the deflection angles S 1 , S 2, with S 0 , were calculated, respectively. Declination rates for nodes (SN 1 , SN 0 ), (SN 1 , SN 0 , SN 2 ), and (SN 1 , SN 0 , SN 3 ), were m 0 , m 1 and m 2 , respectively. The following three situations could potentially occur when generating a stroke at node SN 0 : (1) if both of the deflection angles are less than θ, the absolute value of the difference of m 1 with m 0 and m 2 with m 0 was calculated, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assumed |m 1 − m 0 | < |m 2 − m 0 | and that road segment S 1 was selected to connect with road segment S 0 . We then set m 1 as the initial declination rate before connecting the road segments linked to node SN 3 ; (2) if neither of the deflection angles are less than θ, the stroke generation algorithm is terminated at node SN 0 ; (3) if only one road segment's deflection angle is less than θ, the road segment can be directly connected with road segment S 0 . Arc compression (i.e., the Douglas-Peucker algorithm) is a common processing method for curved road segments which obtains key points and calculates the overall curve direction before generating strokes. Ring road segments can be identified and pre-processed. First, ring patterns must be identified and the road segments removed. Reconnected road segments that were disconnected due to deletion of rings based on the road direction then form new road segments [17] . Finally, these road segments can be connected as strokes using the proposed stroke generation method.
A Connection Strategy Based on Road Importance
In many studies, the connection strategy is such that selection is randomized for initial and new road segments after stroke generation. The resulting strokes often include a significant amount of uncertainty for the same road network and require iterative stroke generation to improve results, which can decrease the efficiency of road selection. According to the reference [24] , a connection strategy is set based on road importance to generate strokes. While this strategy can produce unique results, it primarily involves the use of local information and the indicators used to calculate road importance are overly complex, reducing stroke generation efficiency. Since connection rules have been designed by combining local and global road information (road importance is only used to sort road segments), the indicators of road segment importance can be simplified to improve the efficiency of stroke generation algorithms. As mentioned above, road rank and other road attributes are difficult to obtain in practice. Geometric road characteristics and other topological considerations (i.e., segment length and the number of roads linked with a segment) were chosen as indicators to calculate road segment importance. Longer road segments with a significant number of links were intuitively assigned greater importance. Calculation of this parameter was conducted as follows:
where and are the length of road segment i and the maximum length of all road segments, respectively; and are the number of road segments connected with road segment i and the maximum number of connected road segments; a and b represent the weight of length indicators and the connection number indicator, respectively.
The initial road segment and a new initial road segment, obtained after generating a stroke, were screened out to generate a unique stroke result for the same road network. The pseudo-code is shown in Table 1 . Figure 5 shows a flow chart for the improved stroke algorithm. Arc compression (i.e., the Douglas-Peucker algorithm) is a common processing method for curved road segments which obtains key points and calculates the overall curve direction before generating strokes. Ring road segments can be identified and pre-processed. First, ring patterns must be identified and the road segments removed. Reconnected road segments that were disconnected due to deletion of rings based on the road direction then form new road segments [17] . Finally, these road segments can be connected as strokes using the proposed stroke generation method.
where l i and l max are the length of road segment i and the maximum length of all road segments, respectively; d i and d max are the number of road segments connected with road segment i and the maximum number of connected road segments; a and b represent the weight of length indicators and the connection number indicator, respectively. The initial road segment and a new initial road segment, obtained after generating a stroke, were screened out to generate a unique stroke result for the same road network. The pseudo-code is shown in Table 1 . Figure 5 shows a flow chart for the improved stroke algorithm. 
Stroke Order Based on Stroke Importance
Calculating stroke order requires evaluating the importance of a stroke after it is generated. As this is critical to road selection, stroke order is a crucial step in stroke-based methods. The technique used to calculate stroke importance includes a regulation parameter generation, and weight-based method, which is a common approach to assigning indicator weights. Hence, constructing comprehensive and rational indicators is a precondition to evaluating stroke importance. From a combination of global and local viewpoints, stroke closeness and betweenness can be used as global indicators based on a dual graph. Stroke length and degree can be used as local indicators selected by integrating indicators used in previous studies. Specific calculation methods for evaluation indicators are shown in Table 2 . These were weighted using the CRITIC method [27] , which considers not only the nature of the indicator itself, but also considers the effects of interaction between different indicators. The equation for stroke importance is as follows:
In Equation (3), the weight p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 can be obtained using the CRITIC method; L max , D max , B max and C max are the maximum stroke length, degree, similarity, and closeness, respectively. The total number of road segment formed by stroke
Stroke Betweenness (B) The probability of a stroke lying in the other strokes
Stroke Closeness (C)
The minimal connection number of a stroke to other stroke, reflecting the probability of a stroke being close to the another stroke
Objectively distinguishing the importance of stroke indicators is so difficult that it is necessary to calculate the weight of each stroke indicator based on the road network data itself. CRITIC is an objective weighting method that considers not only the internal differences of evaluation indicators themselves but also the relevance of various indicators. A primary contribution of the proposed technique is the determination of each indicator weight based on contrast intensity and conflicting indicator characteristics [24] . We first developed a standardization process for stroke evaluation indicators using the following equation:
where x i * is the new value of the stroke evaluation indicator (which has been normalized); x i is the original value of the indicator; x max and x min represent the maximum and minimum of x i , respectively. Secondly, we calculated the amount of information in each evaluation indicator:
where C j is the amount of information in indicator j; σ j is the standard deviation of indicator j; m is the number of stroke evaluation indicators, and r jk represents the linear correlation coefficient of indicators j and k. Finally, the weight of each stroke evaluation indicator was calculated based on the amount of information contained in the indicator using the following:
Road Density Based on a Weighted Voronoi Diagram
Although stroke-based methods consider the geometry and topology of a road network, they tend to ignore global density constraints, which increases the density difference in various spatial regions and leads to an unreasonable spatial structure in road selection results. In order to maintain correct spatial structure, road density must be calculated by partitioning the road network. This is a basic constraint commonly used in areal methods. As such, the chosen partition method greatly influences the resulting road selection. In light of the disadvantages of existing partition methods, an ordinary Voronoi diagram was introduced to partition road networks and calculate road density [23] . The proposed method could compensate for flaws in previous partition methods and maintain the overall spatial structure of a road network. However, ordinary Voronoi diagrams do not consider road importance when partitioning a road network. This could lead to the deletion of important roads under the constraints of the density threshold. Figure 6 depicts the road partition density respectively using a weighted Voronoi diagram (Figure 6a ) and an ordinary Voronoi diagram (Figure 6b) . The darker the color, the higher the road density in the partition. Taking road segment RS as an example, its density is 35.2 (km/km 2 ) and 23.1 (km/km 2 ) based on an ordinary Voronoi diagram and a weighted Voronoi diagram, respectively. Under the control of the density threshold 25.5 (km/km 2 ), road segment RS was deleted using an ordinary Voronoi diagram, while it was selected using the weighted Voronoi diagram. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the road segment RS in the road network plays a very important role in connectivity, and therefore it needs to be selected. In fact, weighted Voronoi diagrams take the road importance into account, as important roads occupy a larger area and thus result in lower road density. Therefore, an important road tends to be selected based on a weighted Voronoi diagram, which shows that a weighted Voronoi diagram is more reasonable than an ordinary Voronoi diagram in partitioning a road network. Under the control of the density threshold 25.5 (km/km 2 ), road segment RS was deleted using an ordinary Voronoi diagram, while it was selected using the weighted Voronoi diagram. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the road segment RS in the road network plays a very important role in connectivity, and therefore it needs to be selected. In fact, weighted Voronoi diagrams take the road importance into account, as important roads occupy a larger area and thus result in lower road density. Therefore, an important road tends to be selected based on a weighted Voronoi diagram, which shows that a weighted Voronoi diagram is more reasonable than an ordinary Voronoi diagram in partitioning a road network. Hence, it is necessary to generate a weighted Voronoi diagram to partition the road network according to the importance of a road segment. Road segment importance is calculated using Equation (2) . The generation algorithm of a weighted Voronoi diagram was developed by [28] . Each segment partition area is obtained using a weighted Voronoi diagram because each road segment is used as a generation cell. However, stroke is considered to be a selected unit in this paper, so stroke density is defined as the ratio of total road segment length to total partition area for a given stroke. On the basis of partitioning a road network, stroke density is calculated as follows:
where represents stroke density; is the total partition area of stroke i; and is the length of stroke i.
As the most reasonable density threshold may vary with different cases, the empirical study method is often employed to determine density threshold by artificially analyzing the density distribution of the existing maps at different scales. However, the different scales of the road network data are difficult to obtain in actual applications, especially for non-basic scales. Li and Hence, it is necessary to generate a weighted Voronoi diagram to partition the road network according to the importance of a road segment. Road segment importance is calculated using Equation (2) . The generation algorithm of a weighted Voronoi diagram was developed by [28] . Each segment partition area is obtained using a weighted Voronoi diagram because each road segment is used as a generation cell. However, stroke is considered to be a selected unit in this paper, so stroke density is defined as the ratio of total road segment length to total partition area for a given stroke. On the basis of partitioning a road network, stroke density is calculated as follows:
where DS i represents stroke density; A i is the total partition area of stroke i; and L i is the length of stroke i.
As the most reasonable density threshold may vary with different cases, the empirical study method is often employed to determine density threshold by artificially analyzing the density distribution of the existing maps at different scales. However, the different scales of the road network data are difficult to obtain in actual applications, especially for non-basic scales. Li and Openshaw proposed the concept of Smallest Visible Object (SVO) based on 'Natural Principle' [29] . For maps at a certain scale, there must be a minimum road segment length for an area partition unit below which the road segment cannot be perceived any longer. Correspondingly, there must be a threshold of road density below which the road segment cannot be selected. Such a road density threshold is considered to be the largest permissible density.
A density threshold was employed to control the density distribution of a selected road network, based on that of the original road network. This density threshold was calculated as follows [15] :
where S t and S s are the scale factors of the target map and source map, respectively. The term L m represents the size of the smallest visible object (SVO) in terms of map distance. Previous studies have recommended a value between 0.5 and 0.7 mm for L m [29, 30] . Müller also suggested a value of 0.4 mm as being appropriate [31] . Considering the scale of the target map (1:50,000) and source map (1:10,000), a value of 0.4 mm was chosen to calculate the road density threshold, which equals 25.0 (km/km 2 ) based on Equation (8).
Road Selection Based on Stroke and Voronoi Diagrams
There are three parameters which need to be considered during the process of road selection, namely, stroke importance (SI), stroke density threshold (DS), and length of the selected network (LS). The SI parameter does not need any threshold constraints and DS can be obtained using Equation (3) . LS is calculated by multiplying the number of selected road segments and the average length of the original road network. The number of selected road segments can be determined from the reference [32] . Under the control of the DS and LS parameters, roads are selected according to the order of SI from high to low. In the majority of previous studies, road structure selection is based solely on road importance, which might result in the unreasonable spatial structure as well as the irrational spatial distribution of road density. Therefore, stroke importance and density threshold were used to select roads based on the improved stroke generation method and a weighted Voronoi diagram. Figure 7 shows the overall process of road selection used in this paper. The detailed algorithm process is as follows:
(1) Generate a stroke using the improved stroke algorithm and compute stroke importance using the CRITIC method based on the evaluation indicators in Table 2 . Then sort strokes based on stroke importance. (2) Generate a weighted Voronoi diagram to partition the road network and calculate stroke density based on the partition. Then calculate a density threshold using the natural principle method. (3) Calculate the total length L s of the road selection using the radical law method. (4) Make stroke a selection unit used to select road segments based on stroke importance as well as stroke density. The strokes were sorted based on stroke importance and selected the strokes according to order, from high to low. If a stroke density is lower than the density threshold, the stroke is selected. The selected algorithm continues until the total length of the selected stroke is larger than Ls. If the total length of the selected stroke is still smaller than Ls when all strokes are processed using the selected algorithm, the strokes whose densities are lower than the density threshold are continually selected based on stroke importance until the total length of selected strokes is larger than Ls. (5) If the selected road network is disconnected, then a minimum spanning tree method is used to connect the road network by adding a minimum number of nodes [33] . In order to ensure overall connectivity of the road network after selection, the shortest path is selected to connect pseudo nodes to newly added nodes until all pseudo nodes have been processed. 
A Case Study
Road network data were acquired from the national land investigation of China for test purposes. The study area covered 21.5 km 2 and was located in Neixiang County in Henan Province. As shown in Figure 8 , the data scale was 1:10,000 and there were 422 nodes and 644 road segments. The total length of all road segments was 152.1 km. 
Road network data were acquired from the national land investigation of China for test purposes. The study area covered 21.5 km 2 and was located in Neixiang County in Henan Province. As shown in Figure 8 , the data scale was 1:10,000 and there were 422 nodes and 644 road segments. The total length of all road segments was 152.1 km. The experiment was conducted within an integrated C# environment running ArcEngine10.1 on a Windows 8 operating system with a CPU Intel Xeon E3-1226 processor at 3.30 GHz. The detailed experimental process followed the algorithm procedure described in Section 3. The accuracy of road selection and stroke generation were computed using the following equation:
where MR and AR represent manual results and algorithm results, respectively. The IR term represents identical outcomes between manual and algorithm results. The resulting road selection and stroke generation data were used to quantify algorithm performance, as described in the following sections. Figure 9 shows stroke generation results based on an improved stroke generation algorithm, with 189 strokes rendered in different colors. Local stroke results are shown in Figure 10 . As can be seen in the figure, road segment s is the initial road segment, and road segments a, b and c are linked with node ND, where road segment b and c are to be connected. The deflection angle of road segments a and b and that of a and c were 35° and 31°, respectively. Both deflection angles were less than the established angle threshold of 60°. It is evident that road segment c was selected to connect to road segment a using the traditional stroke generation algorithm, since 31° is less than 35°. After introducing the OLS model, a declination rate difference was calculated between the initial road segment s and the path after connecting road segments a and b and a and c. These declination rates were found to be 0.07 and 0.25, respectively. As 0.07 is less than 0.25, road segment b was selected to connect road segment a using the improved stroke generation algorithm. It is visually apparent in Figure 10 that the connection of road segments a and b with the initial road segment s achieves better overall continuity than that of segments a and c. Unlike the traditional stroke generation algorithm (based solely on local deflection angles), the improved stroke generation algorithm considers the relationship between initial and subsequently connected road segments. The experiment was conducted within an integrated C# environment running ArcEngine10.1 on a Windows 8 operating system with a CPU Intel Xeon E3-1226 processor at 3.30 GHz. The detailed experimental process followed the algorithm procedure described in Section 3. The accuracy of road selection and stroke generation were computed using the following equation:
Analysis of Stroke Generation Results
where MR and AR represent manual results and algorithm results, respectively. The IR term represents identical outcomes between manual and algorithm results. The resulting road selection and stroke generation data were used to quantify algorithm performance, as described in the following sections. Figure 9 shows stroke generation results based on an improved stroke generation algorithm, with 189 strokes rendered in different colors. Local stroke results are shown in Figure 10 . As can be seen in the figure, road segment s is the initial road segment, and road segments a, b and c are linked with node ND, where road segment b and c are to be connected. The deflection angle of road segments a and b and that of a and c were 35 • and 31 • , respectively. Both deflection angles were less than the established angle threshold of 60 • . It is evident that road segment c was selected to connect to road segment a using the traditional stroke generation algorithm, since 31 • is less than 35 • . After introducing the OLS model, a declination rate difference was calculated between the initial road segment s and the path after connecting road segments a and b and a and c. These declination rates were found to be 0.07 and 0.25, respectively. As 0.07 is less than 0.25, road segment b was selected to connect road segment a using the improved stroke generation algorithm. It is visually apparent in Figure 10 that the connection of road segments a and b with the initial road segment s achieves better overall continuity than that of segments a and c. Unlike the traditional stroke generation algorithm (based solely on local deflection angles), the improved stroke generation algorithm considers the relationship between initial and subsequently connected road segments. The global efficiency of a network describes the degree of smoothness for information dissemination in the network and can be used as an indicator to evaluate global strokes. A larger value indicates a better global stroke and vice versa. The global efficiency can be calculated as follows [24] :
where N is the total number of road segments, and d ij is the minimum number of road segments from node i to node j. The traditional stroke algorithm refers to the self-fit, every-best-fit, and self-best-fit methods. Every-best-fit requires that each pair of segments at a junction point negotiate with each other to achieve the best fit. In the process of the self-best-fit, each segment only considers itself, and neglects the others. The self-fit arbitrarily chooses one fit to join under the threshold control of the deflection angle, but not necessarily to be the best fit. We conducted 20 experiments and acquired results using different stroke generation methods, the results of which are shown in Figure 11 . As can be seen in the figure, both the improved method and the every-best-fit method produced unique stroke results each time, but the global efficiency of the improved method was higher than the every-best-fit method. As the influence of initial road segments is randomly chosen, stroke results for the self-best-fit method and the self-fit method always differed from each other. The maximum, mean, and minimum values of the global efficiency for the two methods were smaller than those of the improved method, while the variance is greater than that of the improved method. Compared with the traditional stroke generation method, the improved method achieves the best global stroke results. The global efficiency of a network describes the degree of smoothness for information dissemination in the network and can be used as an indicator to evaluate global strokes. A larger value indicates a better global stroke and vice versa. The global efficiency can be calculated as follows [24] :
where N is the total number of road segments, and is the minimum number of road segments from node i to node j.
The traditional stroke algorithm refers to the self-fit, every-best-fit, and self-best-fit methods. Every-best-fit requires that each pair of segments at a junction point negotiate with each other to achieve the best fit. In the process of the self-best-fit, each segment only considers itself, and neglects the others. The self-fit arbitrarily chooses one fit to join under the threshold control of the deflection angle, but not necessarily to be the best fit. We conducted 20 experiments and acquired results using different stroke generation methods, the results of which are shown in Figure 11 . As can be seen in the figure, both the improved method and the every-best-fit method produced unique stroke results each time, but the global efficiency of the improved method was higher than the every-best-fit method. As the influence of initial road segments is randomly chosen, stroke results for the self-best-fit method and the self-fit method always differed from each other. The maximum, mean, and minimum values of the global efficiency for the two methods were smaller than those of the improved method, while the variance is greater than that of the improved method. Compared with the traditional stroke generation method, the improved method achieves the best global stroke results. In this paper, traditional stroke generation methods were selected to compare with the improved stroke method using a statistical test. In order to minimize the influence of subjective factors, strokes were used as a benchmark to compare different methods and were integrated into the generated results by experienced cartographers. We randomly selected 100 and 200 nodes from the Neixiang case data to measure the stroke type at each node. Any results that were the same as the manual stroke at a given node were defined as the correct type; otherwise, they were considered to be an error. The statistical results acquired using different stroke generation methods are shown in Table 3 , which demonstrates that the improved method achieved the highest accuracy. Table 4 includes chi-square values of 13.8 and 24.7, which are both larger than the test value: (7.82) for three degrees of freedom. Moreover, each featured at a significance level of 0.05, which demonstrates the significant differences between stroke results obtained by varying methods. The procedure In this paper, traditional stroke generation methods were selected to compare with the improved stroke method using a statistical test. In order to minimize the influence of subjective factors, strokes were used as a benchmark to compare different methods and were integrated into the generated results by experienced cartographers. We randomly selected 100 and 200 nodes from the Neixiang case data to measure the stroke type at each node. Any results that were the same as the manual stroke at a given node were defined as the correct type; otherwise, they were considered to be an error. The statistical results acquired using different stroke generation methods are shown in Table 3 , which demonstrates that the improved method achieved the highest accuracy. Table 4 includes chi-square values of 13.8 and 24.7, which are both larger than the test value: (7.82) for three degrees of freedom. Moreover, each featured at a significance level of 0.05, which demonstrates the significant differences between stroke results obtained by varying methods. The procedure proposed by Marascuilo was employed to further examine differences between the improved and traditional stroke methods [16] .
The results are shown in Table 5 . Absolute difference denotes proportional differences between the comparison methods, and the critical range is the test value obtained using the Marascuilo procedure. The difference is statistically significant if the absolute difference is greater than the corresponding critical range. As can be seen in Table 5 , the absolute difference was greater than the critical range. As such, the proposed method significantly improved stroke accuracy. The samples size is 100 and 200 before and after the notation "/", respectively. The sample size is 100 and 200 before and after the notation "/", respectively.
Road Density Result Analysis
Theoretically, the mesh is abstracted based on an enclosed area surrounded by road segments. Therefore, the mesh density can only involve road segments whose topology can construct areal features. A weighted Voronoi diagram covers such shortages and can be used to calculate road density for all types of road networks by partitioning a network into subareas. Strokes were selected according to the order of stroke importance from highest to lowest, rather than being deleted from low to high. As can be concluded from the algorithm flow, this determines whether a stroke is selected but cannot determine whether a stroke is deleted. Therefore, dynamic calculation of road density has little effect on the final road selection results. We acquired 150 areal road segments from the Neixiang study to compare road selection results using weighted Voronoi diagrams and the mesh method. The latest issue of the 1:50,000 road map of the Neixiang case was selected as a benchmark. This road selection with benchmark data was considered to be the correct selection, otherwise it was considered a false selection. The final selection accuracies of the weighted Voronoi diagram and mesh methods were 83.6% and 82.7%, respectively. There was little observed difference between the accuracy of these two methods. Figure 12 shows a comparison between the weighted Voronoi method and the mesh method. Figure 12a is a schematic road network with areal road segments. As can be seen in Figure 12b , the density of meshes 1-4 are decreasing. Under the control of the density threshold, mesh 1 and 3 were merged into mesh 1-3; mesh 2 and 4 are merged into mesh 2-4; mesh 1-3 and mesh 2-4 were merged into mesh 1-2-3-4. It can be seen in Figure 12c that the density of road segments st 1 , st 2 and st 3 are decreasing. Based on a given density threshold, road segments st 1 , st 2 and st 3 may not be selected. Therefore, it can be concluded from the road selection process that the weighted Voronoi diagram and the mesh method achieved essentially the same results for the road network with ordinary areal road segments. During the process of road selection, the mesh method needs to fully consider adjacent meshes, while the weighted Voronoi diagram directly compares the road density with a density threshold to determine whether a road segment is selected. The weighted Voronoi diagram method offers a simple calculation process (nearly equivalent to the selection accuracy) whose implementation is simpler than the mesh method.
Road networks that contain both linear and areal segments belong to the hybrid road network pattern [16] , as shown in Figure 12d -f, which show selection results for the mesh method and weighted Voronoi method. It is evident in the figure that the mesh method only considers areal road segments. It is therefore unreasonable to apply hybrid road patterns, as linear road segments are unable to form a mesh and thus lead to biased selection results. density threshold to determine whether a road segment is selected. The weighted Voronoi diagram method offers a simple calculation process (nearly equivalent to the selection accuracy) whose implementation is simpler than the mesh method. Road networks that contain both linear and areal segments belong to the hybrid road network pattern [16] , as shown in Figure 12d -f, which show selection results for the mesh method and weighted Voronoi method. It is evident in the figure that the mesh method only considers areal road segments. It is therefore unreasonable to apply hybrid road patterns, as linear road segments are unable to form a mesh and thus lead to biased selection results. Figure 13 is a local comparison of selection results between the ordinary Voronoi diagram and a weighted Voronoi diagram. As shown, stroke Sv is composed of four road segments but was deleted based on ordinary Voronoi diagram partition, because of density threshold limitations. In contrast, stroke Sv was selected in the process of the weighted Voronoi diagram partition, because the importance degree of stroke Sv was large and the density was larger than the threshold. Stroke Sv was also selected by manual selection because it links several road segments and plays an important role in road network connections. In Neixiang case, the final selection accuracy of the weighted Voronoi diagram and the ordinary Voronoi method were 85.8% and 80.2%, respectively. Figure 13 is a local comparison of selection results between the ordinary Voronoi diagram and a weighted Voronoi diagram. As shown, stroke S v is composed of four road segments but was deleted based on ordinary Voronoi diagram partition, because of density threshold limitations. In contrast, stroke S v was selected in the process of the weighted Voronoi diagram partition, because the importance degree of stroke S v was large and the density was larger than the threshold. Stroke S v was also selected by manual selection because it links several road segments and plays an important role in road network connections. In Neixiang case, the final selection accuracy of the weighted Voronoi diagram and the ordinary Voronoi method were 85.8% and 80.2%, respectively. 
Results Analysis for Road Selection
As a benchmark for comparing different stroke generation methods, the manual selection of strokes still includes some degree of uncertainty, regardless of the combination of cartographic experts. In order to study the effect of different stroke generation methods on road selection, an additional two study cases which are part of the road network data of Tianjin and Shanghai were selected, except for the Neixiang case. First, four different stroke generation methods were used to obtain corresponding strokes in three different cases. These strokes were then selected based on the proposed road selection algorithm in this paper. Finally, road networks of 1: 50,000 in the three study areas were obtained using different stroke results. The map data, which were officially issued at the same period with the case data, were chosen as a benchmark. The statistics of the final road selection results based on different stroke methods are shown in Table 6 . It can be seen from Table 6 that in three study areas, the improved stroke method performs the best and the selection accuracy of the road network exceeds 85%. As for the traditional three-stroke generation methods, the accuracy difference of the self-best-fit and self-fit methods varies significantly in different study areas, since the stroke results of the two methods are uncertain. 
As a benchmark for comparing different stroke generation methods, the manual selection of strokes still includes some degree of uncertainty, regardless of the combination of cartographic experts. In order to study the effect of different stroke generation methods on road selection, an additional two study cases which are part of the road network data of Tianjin and Shanghai were selected, except for the Neixiang case. First, four different stroke generation methods were used to obtain corresponding strokes in three different cases. These strokes were then selected based on the proposed road selection algorithm in this paper. Finally, road networks of 1: 50,000 in the three study areas were obtained using different stroke results. The map data, which were officially issued at the same period with the case data, were chosen as a benchmark. The statistics of the final road selection results based on different stroke methods are shown in Table 6 . It can be seen from Table 6 that in three study areas, the improved stroke method performs the best and the selection accuracy of the road network exceeds 85%. As for the traditional three-stroke generation methods, the accuracy difference of the self-best-fit and self-fit methods varies significantly in different study areas, since the stroke results of the two methods are uncertain. The results of the proposed method are shown in Figure 14 . It is evident this method leads to accurate road selection results which maintain the overall structure of the road network and are also reasonable in different regions. In order to verify the results of the improved road selection method, the single method, namely stroke-based and mesh density-based methods, were selected to compare with the improved method based on manual selection results. These results are shown in Table 7 . It is obvious the road selection accuracy of the improved method is highest among the three selected methods, and it increases by 8.1% and 10.3% compared to the stroke-based method and mesh density-based method, respectively. As a result, the improved method increases the overall accuracy of road selection. The results of the proposed method are shown in Figure 14 . It is evident this method leads to accurate road selection results which maintain the overall structure of the road network and are also reasonable in different regions. In order to verify the results of the improved road selection method, the single method, namely stroke-based and mesh density-based methods, were selected to compare with the improved method based on manual selection results. These results are shown in Table 7 . It is obvious the road selection accuracy of the improved method is highest among the three selected methods, and it increases by 8.1% and 10.3% compared to the stroke-based method and mesh density-based method, respectively. As a result, the improved method increases the overall accuracy of road selection. The hybrid road selection methods based on references [16] [17] [18] were selected and compared with the improved method proposed in this paper. The road selection accuracy of different methods can be determined by comparing results for existing maps with road networks obtained by different methods. In order to verify the reliability of the results, Neixiang, Tianjin, and Shanghai case data at The hybrid road selection methods based on references [16] [17] [18] were selected and compared with the improved method proposed in this paper. The road selection accuracy of different methods can be determined by comparing results for existing maps with road networks obtained by different methods. In order to verify the reliability of the results, Neixiang, Tianjin, and Shanghai case data at a 1:50,000 scale were used to conduct comparison tests. The accuracy of road selection using different methods is depicted in Figure 15 . As can be seen in Figure 15 , the improved method performs better than the other three methods in different study areas.
Nevertheless, there are limitations to this study. The computational runtime of the improved method is a little longer than that of the stroke-based method or the mesh density-based method. However, all of these methods only take several minutes. In the future, we plan to advance the generation efficiency of weighted Voronoi diagrams in order to compensate for this. In addition, road selection requires a combination with other background information, such as the distribution of residents. a 1:50,000 scale were used to conduct comparison tests. The accuracy of road selection using different methods is depicted in Figure 15 . As can be seen in Figure 15 , the improved method performs better than the other three methods in different study areas. Nevertheless, there are limitations to this study. The computational runtime of the improved method is a little longer than that of the stroke-based method or the mesh density-based method. However, all of these methods only take several minutes. In the future, we plan to advance the generation efficiency of weighted Voronoi diagrams in order to compensate for this. In addition, road selection requires a combination with other background information, such as the distribution of residents.
Conclusions
We proposed a new dual representation mode for road selection that combined an improved stroke generation algorithm with weighted Voronoi diagrams. This method designs overall connection rules by introducing an OLS model and improves connection strategies by implementing road importance. To overcome the limitations of existing partition methods, the proposed algorithm utilizes a weighted Voronoi diagram that includes road importance as a weighting parameter to partition road networks. Specifically, stroke importance and density threshold were both used as constraint indicators to control road selection. Combining global and local viewpoints, stroke importance was obtained using four evaluation indicators: stroke closeness, betweenness, length and degree. The density threshold was calculated using the smallest visible object based on a natural principle method.
Several case studies were conducted using the proposed method, and the accuracy of stroke generation and road selection were measured. Experimental results indicated that the proposed method maintained the overall characteristics of a road network, with spatial distribution information for a selection result varying only slightly compared with the original road network. Furthermore, the improved stroke generation algorithm also exhibited global and unique results. The proposed method achieved higher accuracy for road selection when compared with other methods, based solely on a linear or areal approach, as well as some hybrid methods. In addition, the proposed method has promising applicability because it does not rely on road attributes. 
Several case studies were conducted using the proposed method, and the accuracy of stroke generation and road selection were measured. Experimental results indicated that the proposed method maintained the overall characteristics of a road network, with spatial distribution information for a selection result varying only slightly compared with the original road network. Furthermore, the improved stroke generation algorithm also exhibited global and unique results. The proposed method achieved higher accuracy for road selection when compared with other methods, based solely on a linear or areal approach, as well as some hybrid methods. In addition, the proposed method has promising applicability because it does not rely on road attributes.
